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ABSTRACT

With the advent of high-speed parallel-to-serial conversion interface standards
reaching the 1.6 gigabit per second region, it is now possible to remote entire
telemetry tracking systems over long distances without the need to maintain receivers,
combiners, computers and antenna control units at the pedestal. In addition, it will
soon be possible to digitize the RF signal(s) with high-speed flash-video
analog-to-digital converters and transfer the data over these same links. This coupled
with the improvements in fiber-optic L.E.D. and laser transmitters/ receivers and the
constantly decreasing cost of fiber-optic cable, will allow for the eventual elimination
of copper cabling for these interfaces. This will net a cost savings for the end user,
provide for easier installations and increase the reliability of the overall system.

This paper gives a brief history of the development of high-speed fiber-optic interface
links, then expands into current interface standards and their utilization (such as MIL-
STD-1553B, fiber data distributed interface (FDDI), HIPPI, etc.). Finally , a glimpse
into the future of telemetry systems and the possibilities to soon be realized as major
manufacturers of fiber-optic interfaces push well into the gigabit region.

Topics include:

Replacement of existing copper cables between controller and pedestal using
fiber-optic cable with interfaces that are not software-based intensive (black
boxes);

Multiplexing pedestal control and status lines, RF feed commands, scan
reference signals, and boresite video camera control;



Connecting and controlling multiple controllers and/or pedestals through one
common interface cable;

Operating multiple tracking stations through one remote antenna controller;

Digitized RF telemetry signals sent along with pedestal, feed, video commands
and status.
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INTRODUCTION

Until recently basic Telemetry Tracking systems have consisted of a single- or
dual-axis pedestal, closed-loop servo amplifiers, Cassegrain or Prime focus RF feed,
acquisition/tracking aid Video camera, control unit, and receivers. Each of these
elements have utilized some form of hard cabling in order to exchange information
with each other. Over the course of time more and more stringent requirements have
been imposed on these elements in their ability to withstand RFI/EMI radiation and
susceptibility, security risks, environmental degradation, common-mode effects, and
increasing cost. In addition, of foremost concern is that these elements need to be
spread out over wider areas of the test ranges and still recover telemetry data without
some form of compression technique to maintain dynamic range for ever expanding
bandwidth requirements and/or reduce the positioning capability of the tracking
antenna.

Thirty years ago Fiber-Optics were viewed as simply a method by which to pass
multi-colored lights through for spectral displays. However, with the advent of Light
Emitting Diodes, photo-detecting PIN diodes, LASERS, and an ever expanding
assortment of data converters for both commercial and military use, it is now possible
to utilize fiber-optics to pass data from one extreme point to another at up to 2.5
GigaBits per second. In addition, analog RF signals with all forms of modulation can
be passed through at frequencies from DC to 40 GigaHertz. With this capability the
problems and effects of hard cabling and/or microwave links have been minimized, if
not completely eradicated. When implemented, the cost of such links will be reduced
while maintaining the integrity of the data.

This paper focuses on discussing the implementation of digital interface links. Analog
links have been discussed in past papers and will probably continue to be presented.
Digital Links can further reduce problems inherent in Analog systems such as noise



and phasing mismatch, as is evident in Digital recording systems, Digital Radio
techniques, etc. This paper starts with a discussion of basic interfaces for pedestal
control of one tracking system only, addressing the conversion, encoding, and
recovery of the data. Following that, video information included with the
control/status data is presented, and finally the digitizing and transfer of telemetry
data, all over a single data link is briefly discussed. Included will be methods of
multi-antenna/ multi-controller interfaces over the same interface.

APPROACH

When deciding on the application and level of integration to be used for
communication to various elements of a system, one must consider whether: 1) The
system is in existence; or: 2) The system is a new acquisition ; and: 3) How many
elements are to be connected through a singular communication channel; and: 4) Is the
link to be unique for a given application. Another consideration is the
inclusion/exclusion of microprocessors and software. Some users prefer not to have a
unique interface with custom controllers at both ends of the link, or to modify one
station under a multi-procurement contract. The preference is to have "black boxes"
that convert signal levels normally associated with existing tracking systems into
optical data, sent through Fiber-Optic cable, and re-converted without altering the
receiver(s), controller or pedestal. In this manner any pedestal can be adapted and
interfaced with any controller with only slight internal wiring modifications in the
"black box". No modification is necessary in the pedestal or controller when the
system is relocated to another site or converted back to hard cable. Therefore, the
following philosophy was considered.

BASIC ANTENNA LINK

In order to avoid a microprocessor-based link, a circuit should be selected that will
accept digital data at high speeds, preferably in a parallel data format, allowing as
many bits as possibly to be passed through in one "frame" of data, and will allow
recovery of the data in the same manner. The device must be self-clocking and
perform error detection and correction, to minimize the bit error rate of the data being
sent. It should also have controls to direct the data entering and exiting the circuit. The
device should operate at speeds sufficient to sample the data lines without jitter or
delays. Finally, its output should be able to interface directly to readily available
Fiber-Optic transceiver modules.

A good choice for such an interface is a Manchester Encoder-Decoder typically
utilized for MIL-STD-1553B applications (refer to figure 1.). There are many of these
available. For a basic link between a pedestal and its controller, one such device



chosen operates at 2.5 MegaBits per second, and handles data frames as wide as 28
bits. 24 bits are typically reserved for actual data from commercially available data
converters such as Synchro-to-Digital (S/D), Digital-to-Synchro (D/S),
Analog-to-Digital (A/D), Digital-to-Analog (D/A), and Opto-Coupled level
conditioners. The remaining 4 bits are reserved for the address of the particular frame
of data being sent. In other words, each frame has its own unique address to be used
by a TTL decoder when the data is recovered at the opposite end of the link. This
approach was chosen such that in event of a link failure, and subsequent
re-establishment, the particular frame of data should be correctly decoded and sent to
the proper axes converters.

Three frames of data are required for most applications: one for Azimuth
control/status, one for Elevation, and one for a voice channel for maintenance
purposes. Each frame of 24 bit data is broken down as follows: 14-16 bits for Synchro
data (from pedestal) or rate control (to pedestal), 8 bits for various status lines (from
pedestal) or command lines (to pedestal). The third frame typically utilizes 8 bits for
voice, but could also be used for additional commands/status up to 16 bits (refer to
figure 2, 3).

A binary up-down counter is used to generate the address decode to be sent through
the link. Each time a frame of data is being sent through the Manchester Encoder, the
counter is strobed, incrementing the counter by one. This binary address is decoded
locally to control latches sending the next frame of data while also being placed on the
bus to be sent through with the same data when the Manchester Encoder is ready to
accept the next frame. A similar address decoder is located on the output of the
Manchester Decoder to direct the frame of data to the appropriate buffers and data
converters. Thus, a totally free running, transparent interface can be visualized .

By utilizing the unused data frame address lines and/ or various other control lines
inherent to the Manchester Encoder/Decoder it is also possible to chain multiple
antennas and/or controllers on a single Fiber-Optic link. Each location can be uniquely
addressed by simply altering, for example, thumbwheel switches located on each
board. This would allow an operator to control any antenna on the link with a single
controller byselecting its pre-determined address manually, or between multiple
controllers and antennas (refer to figure 4.). An alternate method would utilize a
Fiber-Optic multiplexer to switch between controller(s) and pedestal(s), as shown.







Such a link, while mostly utilized for older established tracking systems, does not
address the RF signals or Video information over Fiber-optics. Separate Fiber-Optic
links designed for Analog data can be utilized in this scheme. While this still reduces
the problems and cost associated with hard cables, it is desirable to integrate as much
information into as few links as possible.

CONTROL LINK WITH VIDEO

The merger of a Video signal with the control/status data requires utilization of a
faster link. Again, the use of commercially available components simplifies the
process. Devices designed for the Fiber Data Distribution Interface (FDDI) standard
produces data rates of 275 MegaBits per second, or 34 MegaBytes per second. Most
of these devices are capable of sending up to 12 bits of data and can be cascaded
serially to produce data frames as wide as desired. These devices use Encoding
techniques similar to Manchester and are designed specifically to drive Fiber-Optic
Transceivers. Therefore, by merely replacing the slower 1553 device with these FDDI
components, expanding the width of the data frame, and incorporating "flash" A/D,
D/A converters, the Video signal from the camera can be combined with control/status
data of the pedestal.

This type of interface link works well with either an existing system or a
newly-procured one. Newer systems utilizing the capability of today' s
microprocessor-based controllers and high resolution Video Display Terminals allow
direct interfacing to a bus-based system eliminating the need to convert back to
discrete signals. Operators can both observe the Video from the camera system and
operate the tracking system using only one display. Multiplexing controllers, antenna
pedestals, and operator stations can be efficiently accomplished through the computer
over a single Fiber-Optic channel.

DIGITAL RF TELEMETRY DATA

Previous data links have reduced the cabling requirement for single and multiple
systems down to three. These data links still requires the RF Telemetry signals to be
sent through separate RF cables, microwave links, or Analog Fiber-Optic interfaces. It
is now desirable to imbed the Telemetry signals with the same control/video data link
to produce one stream of data containing all previously described information. Such
links require faster clock rates for throughput.

The latest interface standards to enter the peripheral market have acronyms like HIPPI
(HIghParallel Peripheral Interface), and SCI-FI (Scalable Coherent Interface- Fiber
Interface) IEEE Standard P1596-l992. These interfaces, originally intended for linking



together Super Computers, can be configured for such applications as this paper
discusses. Devices utilized have 16- to 21-bit wide data frames operating at up to 1.5
GigaBits per second. Individual components for these interface links (transimpedance
amplifiers, clock circuits, Phase-lock Loops, comparators, LASER drivers) are
guaranteed up to 2.8 GigaHertz clock rates. Utilizing these interface standards can
achieve digitizing the Telemetry data and sending it through from point to point over
singular Fiber-Optic links. However, due to the lack of readily produced A/D, D/ A
converters to cover these frequencies and data rates, Telemetry signals may first have
to be down-converted. Fortunately, with the ever-expanding electronics industry and
use of Digital Signal Processing (DSP' s) such capability will soon be possible.

FIBER-OPTIC TRANSCEIVERS

Choosing a Fiber-Optic transceiver to relay data requires consideration of many
factors. The first is obviously price. Simple transceivers incorporating
L.E.D/Photo-Transistors for data rates up to 250 MBd sent over 2 miles can be
produced for around $ 100.00. LASER transceivers sending data at GigaBit rates over
20 miles can be purchased for $20,000.00. Another consideration is the level of
interfacing that is required. A singular point-to-point link requires only a transmitter
and receiver. However, if a system is set up like Local Area Network (LAN), it may
be necessary to include data collision-avoidance techniques like an EtherNet system.

Considerations for the use of an L.E.D.- driven system is that it is less expensive,
interfaced by TTL or ECL drivers, and has link data rates of up to 155 MegaBaud. The
tradeoffs to be considered are distance, size of the Fiber-Optic cable, optical launch
power into the Fiber, Bit Error Rate, Optical wavelength , etc. For long-haul
communications at higher data rates and/or transmission of Analog data, the preferred
choice is a LASER-based system. LASER links provide bandwidths up to 40
GigaHertz and stretch well over 20 miles without degradation. There are currently two
schools of thought as to the best methods for modulation: Amplitude Modulation and
Phase Modulation. Both are well suited for strictly digital communications because
the LASER is merely being switched ON-OFF rapidly. When these differences
become apparent is when data is transmitted on a carrier, as is the case in current
systems. One particular patented system being offered boasts of eliminating some of
the physics problems associated with Fiber-Optic communications to increase
bandwidth while allowing multiple signals at the same data rates/frequencies to be
sent over one Fiber-Optic cable. Methods employed in these transceivers are rather
in-depth and are available from these manufacturers. Future papers may address these
designs. To the user, these are merely "black boxes" and the method of modulation
being utilized is not of importance.



One approach utilized in a transceiver link over a single Fiber-Optic cable is known as
Wave Division Multiplexing (WDM). In this type of transmission, data is sent
optically in one direction at a lower light wavelength (i.e., 850 nanoMeters), while the
data from the other direction is sent at another (1300 nanoMeters). Most devices are
tailored to specific spectral wavelengths, so as not to interfere with the co-existing
source. Several manufacturers now offer Fiber-Optic WDM's, switching multiplexers,
and matrixes for combining and controlling up to 24 fibers at one time.

FUTURE SYSTEMS

Continuing advancements in Digital Telemetry communications, coupled with
improvements in Fiber-Optics and data converter technology (including Digital Signal
Processing) will soon produce reception of Digital Telemetry data directly through an
antenna and convert to Fiber-Optic for transmission to a computer-controlled station.
Transmission of Fiber-Optic data from the antenna portion of a tracking pedestal can
now be achieved reliably with commercial availability of Fiber-Optic slip ring/ rotary
joint assemblies. Compact, integrated Digital Servo drive systems with optical
encoder position sensors would be utilized to command these Tracking systems.
Information would be directed to a computer with complements of plug-in boards such
as a Fiber-Optic transceiver(s), Digital receiver(s), Decom/Decryption systems, and
real-time processing units. Many interface boards are now available. Within the next
l0 to 20 years, utilization of wire cables and Analog Telemetry equipment as we know
it will be changed. Multiple sites will be tied into one control center through a singular
Fiber-Optic cable. Through-put will be dramatically improved, facility requirements
will be reduced, and data integrity will increase.

CONCLUSION

Today's C I (Command, Control, Communication, and Intelligence) systems require3

security, indifference to environmental changes, high data integrity, growth with the
ever-increasing frequency requirements, and also must be cost-conscience in a
shrinking military budget. With the variety of Fiber-Optic components available it is
now easy to attain all these goals for both existing and future systems. The utilization
of existing circuits designed around various industrial and military standards in
building block form integration of a complete link easy. As the need for Fiber-Optics
and Digital communications increases, more and more users will begin to see the
light.
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